Corporate Concepts International, Inc.
Whether adding an aircraft to your fleet or buying your first corporate jet, why not have all the advantages,
expertise and experience that has made CCI a leading aviation advisory and consulting firm. For over 40
years, CCI has been a recognized leader in Aircraft Search and Acquisition Services. Our list of services are
comprehensive and total turn-key in finding the best value and technically correct aircraft that meets your
objectives. Our established experience, proven expertise and worldwide network make the difference and
saves you money and time. We manage the risks and details that accompany an aircraft acquisition or lease.
CCI offers our clients an unconditional 100% Performance Guarantee regarding our acquisition services fee.
Give your new aircraft purchase the advantage of CCI being part of your team. You will benefit having CCI on
your side of the transaction. CCI's proven expertise and experience will make a difference. The CCI team will
be adding valuable insight from the start to the finish of your aircraft acquisition. Our experts will be onsite to
protect your interests during all phases of the aircraft acquisition including advising and managing contract
negotiations, the pre-purchase inspection, test flight, and closing. On new aircraft acquisitions these services
also include advising and monitoring options selections, the manufacture, the acceptance inspections, new
completion, and final acceptance of your new aircraft.

Give us a call to discuss your aircraft purchase, receive an assessment of your current aircraft value and
discuss in more detail exactly what we can do for you. You can visit our website, www.flycci.com to view
testimonials from other clients we have recently served with their aircraft purchase. CCI provides the highest
level of individualized commitment designed to achieve all your goals and we guarantee each client’s
full satisfaction. Put the advantages of our expertise and 40 years of experience to work for you and enjoy the
advantages of all we have to offer. Contact Dennis A. Blackburn, President, CCI to discuss your aircraft next
purchase, leasing, financing, management and the current value of your current aircraft. Call +1 832 647 7581
or write us at blackburn@flycci.com.

